Entrained Oil Recovery

A mobile solution captures 99% of entrained oil utilizing an
innovative cross-flow method.
Water flows into a disposal well lagoon. As oil accumulates, the skimmers are overwhelmed. The oil bakes in
the sunlight, releasing volatile organic carbons, and
bacteria grows under the oil, making it even harder to
separate from the water.

The Opportunity
Oil entrained in produced water can amount to significant dollars
in lost revenue. Producing oil typically requires and produces
significant quantities of water. Even when there are systems in
place to separate the oil from the water at the surface, such as a
“heater treater” or similar method, oil is still entrained, or lost in
the water. When the water gets hauled away, the entrained oil
goes with it, and so does the revenue that oil should generate. At
a disposal well with an open lagoon, you can see the amount of
oil that separates from the water. While enough oil is separated
to make disposal wells more profitable, there is still enough
entrained oil to cause disposal problems when the water
containing that entrained oil gets pumped down hole. Revenue is
lost and the BHTP goes up with time because the injection
reservoir gets coated with oil. A simple calculation shows the
lost revenue. Take a disposal well that injects 16,000 bbls per
day. If the water contains 1,000 ppm of oil, then every day, 20
bbls of oil are getting pumped away.
Separating more oil from the water makes sense, but until now
has not been easy. There are various methods, but dirty
produced and flow back waters complicate most processes. One
proven method has been to use membrane separation; however,
it has typically been too slow and the membranes have not been
robust enough for the oil field. Now, comes a new micro-porous
membrane that “loves” water and “hates” oil. Clean water
permeates the membrane leaving the oil behind, effectively
separating trace oil from water. Water flows freely though the
membrane and oil is held up. Furthermore the membrane “loves”
water so much it permeates water at much higher rates than
traditional oil/water membranes.

Solution and Performance
To fully utilize the membrane, a concept new to the oilfield,
known as cross-flow(X-Flow) filtration is required. Instead of
“dead-end” filtration where the fluid flows directly into the filter,
X-Flow continually sweeps the oil-contaminated water across
the membrane. Oil-free water permeates the membrane and the

membrane is kept clean by the dirty fluid continually flowing
tangentially across the membrane. X-Flow extends the life of the

The X-Flow skid measures 5.5(L) x 12(W) x 6(H) feet, weighs roughly 2,500 lbs.,
and is installed in a “spill-containment” trailer.

membrane to months if not years before it needs to be changed,
eliminating labor-intensive filter change outs. The pump feeding
the dirty, oil-contaminated water does the work to keep the filter
surface clean. Unlike dead-end filtration, particles do not become
embedded in the media and it can be cleaned and backwashed
to greatly extend the life of the membrane. In trials at a disposal
well in south Texas, the new filter not only separated oil and
water, but also separated bacteria, iron, and more, and the
resulting salt water was clean and oil free. The X-Flow filtration
equipment is scalable by adding modules and pumps to get more
oil-free, clean water permeate. Currently there are laboratory
systems to run 5 gallon samples, a full-scale, field laboratory
trailer set up to permeate up to 10 gpm and one full-scale,
field-ready unit to permeate up to 250 gpm. X-Flow modules
banked together on a goose neck trailer can deliver up to 10 bpm
of oil-free clean water for disposal or frac fluid reuse.
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Dirty, oil-contaminated, bacteria-laden, produced and flowback water is
separated into oil-free clean water ready for disposal. The oil is concentrated to
more easily collect and sell.
Not only did X-Flow with the new membrane technology separate oil and water
in an extreme application, it outperformed the existing treatment that pumps too
much oil, and with it, lost revenue downhole. The injected fluid sample is shown
on the right. On the left is the same water after treatment. Initial sample
contained 198,000 ppm oil, and the disposal well’s injection pressure has been
increasing. After treatment, only 3 ppm of oil remained.

Cross-Flow Filtration
What is Cross-Flow filtration, and why is it better?
Unlike “dead-end” filtration, where oily water is forced through a
filter media which soon becomes clogged with debris, Cross-flow
filtration from Highland Fluid effectively separates even small
amounts of lost oil using constant movement of the fluid to
actually keep the membrane clean. This special media is
hydrophilic – meaning it loves water, but it’s having no part of oil!
The clean water permeates through the membrane, while the oil
is simply repelled. The constant flow of dirty fluid traveling
tangentially across the surface actually “sweeps” the membrane
clean of any particles. The pump does the work, eliminating the
need for frequent, labor-intensive change-outs.

The Cross-flow filtration system from Highland Fluid
performs – even on a 90 API condensate stream!

In the diagram below, you can see that in dead-end filtration, the
media’s permeability quickly falls off, making it ineffective and
cost-prohibitive.

Reasons to recycle:
– Convert an expensive waste into an income stream
– Minimize water acquisition and disposal costs
– Reclaimed water works better than fresh water
– Provides Sustainability
– Helps alleviate environmental liability

On the right, you can see that the special membrane combined
with Highland Fluid’s cross-flow design, allows clean water to
continually pass through while debris is continually swept away
from the surface.
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Benefits of Cross-flow filtration:
– Simple, high-performance, sustainable solution
– Recovers lost oil and lost revenue!
– Filters bugs, polymers, H2S and more
– Minimizes labor and waste
– Saves money – BIG money!
– Delivers a clean frac fluid that stabilizes the rock and improves
scaling indices
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